ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Discussions of the market for corporate control start with Henry Manne's assertion that: [Vol. 13
The control of corporations may constitute a valuable asset; that this asset exists independent of any interest in either economies of scale or monopoly profits; that an active market for corporate control exists; and that a great many mergers are probably the result of the successful workings of this special market.
1
In essence, the existing managers of public corporations must compete against potential acquirers for the right to manage corporate resources; this basic idea is referred to as "the market for corporate control."
2 It is generally argued that a robust market for corporate control performs a critical role in disciplining, monitoring, and replacing underperforming management, which neither shareholders and boards of directors, nor even courts, can replicate easily. 3 The question then is: what motivates potential acquirers? Two primary motivations are typically surfaced: the acquirers' ability to increase the value of the target and the extraction of private benefits by the acquirers. General increases in the target's value must be shared pro rata, while private benefits need not. Taken to an extreme, private benefits entail everything up to, and including, a full looting of the target company by the acquirers. 4 We use this Article to consider how well-developed concepts of general corporate law might apply in the specific context of corporate bankruptcy. 5 In particular, we examine three recent bankruptcy cases that illustrate the market for corporate control in the realm of financial distress. In particular, many seem to be able to extract significant private benefits from the insolvency process. We posit that this is the result of the lower efficiency in the market for distressed firms' claims.
I. BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE: WHERE CONTROL RESIDES?
Corporate control contests belong to the market for corporate control, where control is priced. Given the highly legal nature of these contests, particularly in Delaware, where the relevant law is largely judge-made, the settling of control conflicts often occurs in court rooms with a judicial verdict. 6 The verdict settles the contest and implicates or sets a price for the
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Private Benefits Without Control? 147 control transaction. 7 Furthermore, the verdict sets the stage for the future by delineating control rights and implicating the pricing in the market for corporate control.
In bankruptcy, a federal judge must similarly decide on a restructuring plan that encompasses all major financial stakeholders of the bankrupt company. 8 The plan usually calls for a restructuring of the company's activities and assets but also a "realignment" of its financial obligations. 9 This realignment in the reorganization plan re-allocates control over the participants and thus the plan also often becomes the basis for a control contest. 10 However, this control contest is different from the usual one in the market for corporate control as it plays out in a different venue, that is a federal court applying bankruptcy law to the case at hand. Once a company initiates a chapter 11 bankruptcy procedure as a matter of theory, a double control shift occurs. First, with the start of a bankruptcy procedure, (some) control rights shift from shareholders to creditors. 11 Secondly, although such control rights shift to creditors, a federal court intervenes in the actual exercise of (part of) these rights and the exercise of this rights is primarily a matter of federal bankruptcy law, rather than state contract or corporate law. 12 This double control shift is theoretical in that it cannot be separated either in time or in procedure. With the advent of a chapter 11 procedure, both happen simultaneously. Nevertheless, it makes sense to think of this as a double shift as it impacts shareholders' rights and how any control contest may play out among shareholders. Moreover, an additional control contest develops between shareholders and creditors as well as among creditors themselves. This latter contest plays out in the federal courtroom when participants vie for the best deal as taken up in the reorganization plan.
From this control angle, any chapter 11 initiation is a fundamental change in a firm's governance set up. 13 But with such fundamental changes, agency problems also arise easily. In corporate law, many legal strategies are geared toward mitigating such agency issues.
14 Once a control perspective is used in 13. This is apart from the fact that such a chapter 11 procedure in itself is a momentous event in a firm's life.
14. the context of financial distress, the bankruptcy procedure actually exacerbates agency issues. The double control shift incentivizes shareholders and creditors to strategically take positions ex ante and influence renegotiation efforts ex post. Once the firm is in distress, it is no longer solely a conflict between manager and shareholders or between majority and minority shareholders, but instead the conflict involves different classes of creditors competing with each other and the shareholders. This complicates the control situation, but the standard legal strategies used in corporate law are ill-suited to deal with that complexity.
As an example, managerial issuance of shares in the face of a control contest is apt to trigger probing court review, under a variety of theories. 15 In a chapter 11 case, however, the shares can be targeted to a variety of groups, shareholders as well as creditors, making it very hard to pinpoint the firm participant to whom the duty is owed. Protesting against alleged favorable treatment in a federal bankruptcy court is different from litigating against the management or majority shareholder in a state court for breach of a fiduciary duty. The bankruptcy judge looks at this issue as part of a reorganization plan that needs either consent or cramdown, not from the point whether one or some of these groups might be owed a protective duty. 16 Another example of a fiduciary duty problem is the shifting allegiance of a board in chapter 11 when the equity is underwater. 17 For a board, the creditors or groups of creditors might become much more important to keep the firm afloat, including retaining their jobs, than the duty they owe the shareholders to maximize the value of the estate. Obviously, junior creditor classes might be implicated in this process as well, depending on the financial situation of the firm. 18 Last, but not least, a freezing-out of minority shareholders in a merger deal gives rise to heightened scrutiny in state courts, but with a proposed reorganization plan that freezes out minorities in one or more creditor classes, such a legal check is lacking when that class votes in favor of the plan.
19
To bring some order to the discussion, we distinguish two types of firms initiating a chapter 11 procedure: one with and one without a controlling shareholder. The presumption is that the board will follow the instructions of a controlling shareholder in the former type, while it will be able to pursue 15 
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Private Benefits Without Control? 149 its own agenda in the latter. As chapter 11 gives the firm the option to hammer out a reorganization plan in the first 120 days of the proceeding, a controlling shareholder may impose his preferences on a plan. 20 In the second type of firm, such an imposition of preferences will come from the board.
Obviously, in both cases, these preferences need to be aligned with the preferences of at least a subset of controlling creditors, as the restructuring plan needs to be accepted by the impaired creditor classes. This brings us to the second distinction: a firm with a group of controlling creditors and a firm with no such group. A controlling group of creditors will be able to impose their preferences on the plan, too. 21 This delivers a matrix of four categories showing the dominant player in a control contest in chapter 11. Creditor dominated plan
Board dominated plan
In case a controlling shareholder and a controlling creditor group is present, the plan will distribute value over controlling creditor groups and the controlling shareholder, with the board presumably playing a small role. The existence of deviations from the absolute priority rule 22 can be seen as a form of proof that (controlling) shareholders have bargaining power to extract value from creditors even in situations that equity might be underwater. 23 With unorganized creditors, the plan will be shareholder dominated. The plan will specify a restructuring of (all) financial claims, and it will offer the controlling shareholder a continued stake in the firm. In case a creditor group controls the procedure, together with management, the plan will be dominated by the preferences of creditors with the board acting as an agent [Vol. 13 of the creditor group. 24 With no creditor group in control, the board will dominate the restructuring process and set up a plan that echoes the preferences of the board given the requirements needed to attain plan approval.
25
This discussion abstracts from some very important practical aspects. One is that in situations of dispersed creditors (or non-active creditors), hedge funds or other distressed investors might enter the fray by buying creditor claims in order to gain control and force better terms in the plan. Effectively, it changes the ownership structure to one in which is creditor controlled.
26
Another is that the ownership situation might be more complex involving multiple groups trying to enforce their preferences on the plan. In those situations, some groups might (eventually) form a coalition in order to become more effective. But it may also be that such a coalition is not viable and then it may be difficult to come to a plan that can carry a deciding vote in chapter 11. A proceeding may then extend over time, be relegated to chapter 7, or settled quickly via an asset sale to prevent inefficient, prolonged bickering over a plan.
27 A drawn-out chapter 11 process, one indicator of a complex bargaining process, may result in increased costs and thus diminished creditors' recoveries.
28
As the discussion above shows that the locus of control in chapter 11 is important, chapter 11 also adds an interesting twist to any potential contest. Firstly, compared to normal control contests, a chapter 11 procedure often includes more types of claimholders when a proposed plan is put to a vote. For example, under general corporate law, when a controlling shareholder aims to strategically relocate company assets, that shareholder only needs to think about the issue of minority shareholders raising objections to this under state law. 29 In a chapter 11 procedure, such issues not only arise with minority shareholders (if at all, depending on the severity of distress), but will impact other claimholders, resulting in a more complex control contest. However, 30 Such a voting block delivers contestants the possibility to influence the terms of a plan. In non-bankruptcy control situations, many of these contestants may lack such influence. Such a voting block brings in a strategic element that is not present in nonbankruptcy control situations. Thirdly, the possibility arises to sweeten the offer for a particular class, or a subset of creditors in such a class, to help swing the vote in that class. 31 Fourthly, depending on the terms of any such offer, it may also happen that (small) creditors may free ride on these efforts and can gain without even being active contestants.
While acknowledging the limitations of our simplified analysis, we think it provides a good starting point for consideration of the key issues.
II. PRIVATE BENEFITS, A CONTROL PERSPECTIVE
Private benefits, by their very nature, are elusive. If not, they would be easy to monetize and become incorporated in asset prizes. The fact that they are not, or only imperfectly quantifiable, makes them elusive. But that they are real is not in doubt, as many academic papers have shown.
32
One approach to study private benefits is to look at the form they take. Their form is in part dependent on the actor involved. For instance, for chief executive officers of large companies, private benefits can be had in the form of excessive compensation, corporate perquisites, corporate loans, the taking of corporate opportunities, transacting with preferred stakeholders, and insider trading. Controlling shareholders may divert value via control transactions (including corporate loans), usurp corporate opportunities, transact on favorable terms and use inside information to their advantage. Apart from these direct benefits, a private benefit may also arise in the form of enjoying control itself as an immaterial benefit or "control happiness." [Vol. 13
The form and the size of private benefits, and their net cost or net benefit to society, is dependent on many interrelated institutional and path-dependent factors. Ownership regimes, regulatory environment-not limited to securities law, corporation law and even criminal law and regulatory oversight-and the public-private divide in the corporate landscape, all impact the phenomenon of private benefits. 34 For example, a controlling shareholder is often in a position to extract such benefits more easily than in a company lacking such a controlling shareholder, depending of course on disclosure regulations in case companies are publicly quoted. 35 However, such ownership regimes are also endogenous as they arise due to the economic and political setting in a given country. And to their credit, such ownership regimes may curb managerial agency more effectively than any other legal instrument. Non-controlling shareholders thus face a tradeoff of the benefits of effective oversight and controlling shareholder private benefits. All of this is not necessarily static in the life of a company, which over the years may see dramatic changes in its ownership structure, its privately-held status, managerial team and business model. These economic effects may very well change the nature of the game and shift the net balance of such private benefits.
If private benefits are present and of a significant economic magnitude, it is to be expected that they are fought over in control contests. Reasoning the other way around, the fact that such contests arise thus give a clue to the size and the form private benefits take. That is, the presence of private benefits can be a key motivator in a control contest.
III. EXTRACTING PRIVATE BENEFITS IN A BANKRUPTCY CASE
When firms become financially distressed and initiate chapter 11 or other insolvency procedures, the control contest changes due to the double control shift discussed above. The shift includes some new groups in the contest, while others are put off or at least move to a backseat. For example, in many instances senior and secured creditors will become involved as they are crucial to support the reorganization plan, while minority shareholders see their position weaken when their stake is wiped out. In other cases, the senior creditors will be largely immune to the process, as their claims are paid in full. In these cases, the real fights will happen lower in the capital structure. 
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Where in normal corporate control contests shareholders and management battle over the benefits of control, in bankruptcy that battle suddenly incorporates these other constituents. Chapter 11 also changes the nature of the game, where checks and balances have developed in state law to curb potential expropriation excesses, 37 are instead replaced with rules that were designed to level the playing field between the parties. 38 But as in normal control contests, controlling positions in chapter 11 allow those having such positions to help or set details of a control deal. But in bankruptcy, private benefits might also be extracted by those without direct control over the debtor, if they nonetheless have control over approval of the debtor's reorganization plan.
For example, while creditors might not have an ability to control the debtor's board or its actions, they might have a blocking position in the capital structure that gives them a veto over the debtor's plan. 39 With such veto power comes the position to extract private benefits. Such benefits may take several typical forms, such as asset relocations, specific rights attached to securities and new securities, but might also include awarding of fees, undervaluation of securities issued under the plan, or extra derivative securities as a form of payment.
Thus, while the private benefits of control can be found in their traditional form in chapter 11, they also can take on new guises. For example, a creditor with a blocking position might be more interested in extracting private benefits in the form of an outsized return on their existing claims, and thus uninterested in more traditional, long-term control over the debtor's operations.
On the other hand, some creditors may lack control themselves, but they may have the ability to unlock others' control. These creditors may extract private benefits as the price for facilitating the other party's control. 39. In chapter 11, a class of claims has accepted a plan if the plan has been accepted by creditors "that hold at least two-thirds in amount and more than one-half in number of the allowed claims of such class held by creditors . . . that have accepted or rejected such plan." 11 U.S.C. § 1126. Thus, the owners of just over one-third of a bond issue can block acceptance of the plan. Likewise, if the creditor base is relatively concentrated, it may be possible to buy more than half of the claims by number, but representing only a small dollar value. See In re Fagerdala USA-Lompoc, Inc., 891 F.3d 848, 855 (9th Cir. 2018) (noting that a secured creditor, owed $4 million, purchased $13,000 in claims, representing about 10% of total value of unsecured claims but more than half of the total number of such claims).
40. Imagine a creditor class where the two largest creditors hold 25% and 10%, respectively. [Vol. 13
Creditors can also leverage their power in the insolvency process to create a coalition with management. For example, a bondholder group might offer to release management from potential state law liability in exchange for special treatment in the reorganization plan.
The permutations are almost endless. But the primary point is that private benefits and control rights are substantially more complex in the context of financial distress, as compared with traditional corporate governance.
IV. THREE CASE STUDIES
To give the prior section some concreteness, in this section of the paper we examine three recent chapter 11 and 15 cases where parties extracted preferential treatment-that is, private benefits-during the course of the case. The three cases are Peabody Energy Corp., Seadrill Ltd., and CGG SA.
Note that in this Article we have no intention to provide a full empirical picture of private benefits in chapter 11 procedures. Ours is much more mundane in that we only provide evidence that private benefits can be present and impact a reorganization procedure. Whether this is ubiquitous or only occasionally happening in chapter 11 or chapter 15 remains for future work. Also, our case studies are explicitly not intended to cover all cells in the table above. But our three cases cover the important category of controlling creditor groups. Although creditors were dispersed in the 1980's leading to then major comments that management (i.e., the "debtor") was in control in chapter 11 procedures, in the 1990's large secured creditors (re)took control. 41 Our paper begins to show that the current dynamic in large corporate reorganization cases may be changing yet again, to a new, more complex balance of power.
A. PEABODY ENERGY CORP.
In a March 15, 2017 editorial, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch described this case:
Beginning Thursday, a novel concept will be tested in federal bankruptcy court in St. Louis: Will a judge approve a reorganization plan tailored by a company's executives, in league with hedge funds that own most of its debt, that greatly benefits the executives and hedge funds while leaving smaller, non-institutional creditors holding the bag? 42 Assuming we accept this framing of the case, the answer turned out to be "yes. 
EDITORIAL: Judge must decide if Peabody's tilted bankruptcy exit plan is fair, ST. LOUIS
POST-DISPATCH (Mar. 14, 2017), https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/editorial/editorial-judge-mustdecide-if-peabody-s-tilted-bankruptcy-exit/article_963f1d44-c251-5def-af05-a769ffd2f8b3.html.
When it filed for bankruptcy in April 2016, Peabody Energy was the largest coal mining company in the United States. The basic problem it faced was the rapid adoption of natural gas in place of coal in the power generation industry, a change driven both by environmental and simple price concerns. 43 Namely, domestically produced natural gas was and is far cheaper than coal.
44
But that all changed with the unexpected election of Donald Trump in November of that year. Trump had pledged to revitalize the American coal industry, although he was notably short on specifics with regard to that pledge. 45 It was suddenly possible that the largely bankrupt American coal industry might have more value than previously thought. 46 The company's chapter 11 plan ultimately turned on the sale of $1.5 billion in new equity, made up of $750 million in new preferred shares and $750 million in common shares. The preferred shares were convertible into common shares at the option of the holder, or automatically if the common stock traded above certain levels after the confirmation of the plan.
47
Until conversion, the preferred shares carried an 8.5% dividend, payable in further preferred shares. That is, every six months preferred shareholders would receive $31.88 million in new preferred shares which were also entitled to dividends and eligible for conversion into common shares.
Moreover, the holders were guaranteed to receive a dividend for at least three years-a "makewhole" provision, more often seen in debt instruments, provided that if a mandatory conversion happened within the first 36 months after the plan, the preferred shareholders would benefit from a conversion price calculated "as if" they had received 36 months of dividends. [Vol. 13
The preferred shares had full voting rights before conversion, meaning that the shares were ultimately just like common shares for all governance purposes. Yet they also benefited from the generous dividend and the downside protection offered by the liquidation priority before conversion.
The sale of the common shares was open to all bondholders, whereas the preferred shares were only available to bondholders that were also qualified institutional investors under the securities laws. This split was the source of much public criticism-including the aforementioned St. Louis PostDispatch editorial-inasmuch as it left retail bondholders and shareholders (who were "wiped out" under the plan) out in the cold.
Equally controversial were provisions that set aside almost a quarter of the new preferred stock for a group of bondholders comprised of:
PointState While other bondholders could purchase the remaining preferred shares upon signing up to a plan support agreement, these early supporters of the plan had the exclusive right to buy 22.5% of the shares.
Less noticed were the other ways in which these same bondholders also received additional compensation for agreeing to purchase any of the preferred or common shares that other bondholders declined to take. In particular, these bondholders were entitled to receive $120 million in cash, $35.5 million per month from April 3, 2017 until the plan's effective date (with proration for partial months) and warrants for 2.5% of the reorganized debtor's common stock. In addition, the debtor agreed to pay these bondholders' professional expenses, without the need for fee application in the bankruptcy court.
In exchange, these bondholders agreed to support the debtor's plan, and reject all other plans. The debtor's Private Placement Motion repeatedly stressed that the special rights and payments made to these bondholders were "not on account on any claim held by any of the purchasing noteholders and . . . , thus, separate and apart from any distribution rights a creditor may possess under the Plan." 
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B. SEADRILL LTD.
Seadrill Limited, a Bermuda exempted company with its headquarters in London, and 85 of its direct and indirect subsidiaries, filed chapter 11 petitions in Texas on September 12, 2017. As described in its "first day" papers:
Seadrill Limited was formed on May 10, 2005 as a Bermuda exempted company. John Fredriksen, who holds a number of interests in the offshore space through Hemen [Holding Ltd.] and other investment vehicles, has served as chairman of Seadrill Limited's board of directors since its inception. At the time of its formation, Seadrill acquired a fleet of three jack-up rigs pursuant to a purchase and subscription agreement with entities affiliated with Hemen. Today, Hemen owns an approximately 24-percent ownership interest in Seadrill Limited. During the years following its formation, Seadrill capitalized on strong demand for offshore drilling equipment and services, driven by a favorable oil pricing environment, by actively expanding its fleet, geographic footprint, and technical capabilities through both strategic acquisitions and organic growth. By the end of 2013, Seadrill had grown into one of the world's premier offshore drilling contractors.
51
Oil prices peaked in mid-2014 at more than $115 per barrel before declining to less than $30 per barrel by early 2016. 52 As a result, oil companies reduced their drilling, thus their need for drilling supplies. Offshore drilling, being more expensive than "onshore" drilling, was one of the first areas to experience cutbacks. 53 Seadrill's initial proposed reorganization plan was centered on a deal presented by Hemen and Centerbridge Credit Partners L.P., the holder of about 10% of Seadrill's unsecured bonds. Premised on the notion that "the value of the Debtors' estates does not support a significant recovery for holders of Unsecured Bonds under a chapter 11 plan," 54 the plan proceeded to give Hemen (the controlling shareholder) and select bondholders, including Centerbridge, an 84% equity stake in the reorganized debtor, millions of very high-yielding bonds and lucrative fees. [Vol. 13
Other bondholders would receive 15% of the company's new equity. The existing shareholders (including Hemen) would get 2%, if the unsecured creditor accept the plan. 55 Otherwise the old equity would be extinguished. Centerbridge and the other plan supporters own 40% of the unsecured bond debt.These select bondholders (and controlling shareholder) obtained their favored treatment through their commitment to support the issuance of $860 million in new secured notes, as well as the $200 million in new equity. It is perhaps important to note in connection with our discussion of this new financing that the debtor, upon filing for bankruptcy, explained that it did not need a conventional DIP loan because it had more than $1 billion in cash on hand. 56 The buyers of the new secured notes would be entitled to their pro rata share of 57.5% or approximately $115 million of the new equity. 57 The notes have a seven-year term and will carry an interest rate of 12%-with 8% paid "in kind" as further notes and 4% paid in cash. 58 Eligible unsecured creditors-those who qualify as institutional investors and who vote to accept the plan-can buy up to 10% (or $85 million) of these notes, 59 but otherwise the notes are to be allocated as follows:
Hemen Investments Limited and Centerbridge will purchase $462,442,000; ARCM Master Fund III Ltd ("ARCM") will purchase $15 million; Fintech Investments Ltd ("Fintech") will purchase $25 million; and Aristeia Capital LLC, GLG Partners Inc., Saba Capital Management, LP and Whitebox Advisors LLC, together (hereinafter, the "Funds"), will purchase $357,558,000. 
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159 pro rata by the amount of notes purchased. These others-Hemen Investments, Centerbridge, and the Funds (collectively, the "Plan Proponents")-are being paid a fee of up to $43 million. All of the note purchasers, including the Plan Proponents, would also receive $8.6 million as a "closing fee" upon purchase of the notes. And the Plan Proponents also benefit from the predictable payment of their professional fees.
Beyond the equity granted to the new noteholders, mentioned above, Hemen Investments and Centerbridge would pay $150 million for 18.75% of the new common stock and the Funds would pay $50 million for 6.25%.
61
Once again, the Plan Proponents were to be paid various fees for buying their shares.
First, there is a $10 million "equity purchaser fee." Next, if the stock is not listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange within 90 days of plan confirmation, a ticking fee begins at $100,000 per month.
And then the structuring fees. Hemen Investments would receive an additional 5% of the debtor's new equity, and the Funds will receive a relatively modest 0.5% of the equity as well.
Fredriksen would end up owning a lot more than his current 24% stake when the dust settles, if the plan is approved. The plan does include a ninetyday "go shop" provision, allowing for some consideration of alternative plans, and Barclay's PLC and a group of bondholders have each proposed alternative plans.
That was the original plan, but facing strong opposition from various outside groups, Seadrill postponed a planned hearing on the original plan to allow further negotiations with these parties. 62 Press reports noted that Fredriksen had been making some effort to buy the dissenting bondholders' positions. 63 Then, in late February, the Wall Street Journal reported that many dissenting groups had signed on to a revised plan:
Creditors left on the sidelines, including Barclays Capital and a cadre of unsecured bondholders, protested, complaining that Centerbridge and Mr. Fredriksen had unfairly put together a sweetheart deal for themselves and a few supporters.
The official committee representing all unsecured creditors agreed, and started getting ready to sue. [Vol. 13
On Monday, Seadrill unveiled settlements that will stop the legal threats and bring support for the chapter 11 turnaround plan to at least 70% of unsecured bondholders, up from the 40% level of support the original plan enjoyed. . . .
Seadrill estimates general unsecured creditors are being offered debt investment rights worth at least $239 million, as well as equity rights worth at least $136 million, in the revised plan, court papers say. As a result, some unsecured creditors could recover as much as 47% of what they are owed, a 15-point improvement from the original plan, court papers say. . . .
Some things didn't change in the revised turnaround plan. As in the original plan, top-ranking banks will stretch out the maturity on their loans, giving Seadrill a longer period of time to recover from the energy-market turmoil. Seadrill shareholders that fought a losing battle for better treatment will get a 2% stake in the reorganized company, less than half of what Mr. Fredriksen's investment company, Hemen Holding, will collect as a "fee" for going along with the restructuring.
Mr. Fredriksen, who had negotiated an immunity deal that shielded him from lawsuits over his handling of the company's affairs as part of the original turnaround strategy, will continue to be protected from litigation under the revised plan.
64
C. CGG SA
CGG's products and services use seismic imaging to help the oil and gas industries explore and develop reserves. 65 As with Seadrill, it has been dramatically affected by recent market declines and changes in the oil industry. CGG's consolidated EBITDA had fallen from a high of $1.139 billion in 2013 to $273.6 million in 2016.
66
In mid-June 2017, CGG filed a French safeguard ("sauvegarde") proceeding and a complementary chapter 15 in New York. 67 An intermediate U.S. holding company and some dozen affiliates (some incorporated outside the U.S.) also filed chapter 11 cases. 68 The New York chapter 15 and 11 cases were run in concert with the French proceedings, and the reorganization plan only revamped investment debt and shareholders, leaving trade creditors and employees untouched. 
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The plan involved swapping high-yield and convertible bonds into new CGG shares and extending maturities on about $800 million of secured debt by five years to 2023. CGG sold $125 million of new stock and $375 million of new high-yield debt as part of the plan.
The plan was presaged by a lockup agreement signed in early June, and subject to French law. 69 Key parties to the agreement included an ad hoc committee of secured lenders, who held collectively 53.8% of the group's secured debt, an ad hoc committee of senior noteholders, who collectively held 52.4% of the CGG senior notes, and DNCA Finance and DNCA Invest (together "DNCA"), 70 which held 5.5% of the senior notes and 20.7% of CGG's convertible bonds. In addition, CGG entered into a restructuring support agreement with DNCA in connection with its holding of 7.9% of the debtor's shares. As with the other plans we have examined, this plan called for new money to be raised, namely $500 million split between a $125 million right issue to existing shareholders, backstopped by DNCA and senior noteholders (in their case, by way of set-off of their notes against the obligation to buy shares), and a $375 million issue of new second lien senior notes combined with penny warrants to "eligible" senior noteholders, backstopped by the ad hoc committee of senior noteholders. 71 These penny warrants allowed for the purchase of shares in the reorganized company at a price of €0.01 per share. [Vol. 13
The new second lien notes had a six-year term, callable at par after three years, 73 and a floating cash coupon of at least 5%, 74 combined with a pay in kind coupon of 8.5% in new notes. 75 The associated warrants gave the new noteholders the right to buy 16% of the reorganized company's equity. 76 The eligible senior noteholders were only permitted to subscribe to this new debt offering if they signed the lockup agreement, which committed them to support the plan and make no moves (in either France or the U.S.) to disrupt its confirmation by the courts.
77
The inevitable fees and other rewards accompanied these backstop agreements. Any noteholder who agreed to buy the new senior notes received a 7% commitment fee. The ad hoc committee received an additional 3% backstop fee for standing behind the notes, plus warrants equal to 1.5% of the reorganized company's equity. The ad hoc committee of senior noteholders received further penny warrants equal to 1% of the reorganized company's shares as what we might call a "global coordination fee."
78 DNCA received $8 million for its partial backstop of the equity rights.
79 Everyone had their professional fees and expenses taken care of as well.
80
The convertible bondholders complained bitterly of their treatment. Under the overall plan (that is, the chapter 11 plan combined with the safeguard plan) both the senior and convertible debt were being equitized. But only the senior noteholders had access to the offering of new notes. The convertible debtholders also complained that the new money provided by the plan was insufficient to ensure the debtor's continued viability, further undermining the value of the equity they were receiving.
The plans were approved in New York and Paris and were implemented in late February 2018.
V. PRIVATE BENEFITS IN BANKRUPTCY
When looking at these three cases, some commonalities and specifics come to the fore but before discussing these, we first review the three cases how to interpret them as control contests. Peabody's reorganization plan was structured around a coalition of seven institutional bondholders and the management of the company. 81 The plan provided these creditors a position as new (preferred) shareholders in the reorganized company. The plan would, over time, give these preferred shareholders approximately a 12.5% stake of the company, effectively making them a minority and potentially a controlling shareholder. 82 The deal was sweetened by extra warrants, diluting the common shares in favor of this small group and a side payment of $120 million in total for the time the plan was outstanding. Other claimholders were not awarded such a fee.
The seven creditors promised to back the plan and veto all others. Given their position as second lien notes holders and senior unsecured notes holders they have a blocking minority in their respective classes. Management is awarded a stock bonus under the plan to 10% of new stock issued in the restructuring process. Peabody fits into table 1 where a coalition of management and creditors set the details of the plan. The private benefits center on the rights issue at discounted prices targeted to specific (creditor) groups, a side payment, sweetening warrants. For this, the coalition offered to (partially) backstop the financing deal, back the plan under the risk that the coal market would not revive.
With Seadrill's original plan, it is a controlling shareholder, Fredrikson, and a small group of select bondholders (notably Centerbridge) who devised the reorganization plan. The plan, even as revised, leaves Fredrikson, via the Hemen Holding company, together with Centerbridge as controlling shareholder of the company. As in Peabody, a rights issue played an important role here as well to restructure the ownership of the company.
Next to that the plan proponents are awarded various (cash and common stock) fees for their commitment. The cash part of these fees run into approximately $61 million, while the equity part might be valued at $44 million. 83 The documents filed with the bankruptcy court also show substantial fees for legal and financial advisory services. The instruments for private benefits center on the structuring of the rights issue, the setting of the terms to bring in new equity and the various fees. Again, in return, the controlling group members promise to back the plan and veto others.
Special treatment is provided in exchange for the new financing, but does the debtor really need the new financing? It proclaimed it was flush with cash on the first day of the case. If we suspect that the new financing is simply a 82. If the preferred shares are all taken up by the institutional bondholders, and assuming the stock dividend is paid out as planned, this implies a stake of 56% in the new equity issue. As 22.5% is reserved for this group of seven creditors, this implies a stake of 12.5%.
83. In the plan, Hemen and Centerbridge receive 25% of new equity for $200 million. Based upon this, the equity structuring fee of 5% for Hemen implies a value of $40 million. [Vol. 13 vehicle for providing disparate treatment to bondholders (and non-insider shareholders), this too is a story about control rights.
CGG's reorganization plan covers two jurisdictions, France and the United States. It details a rights issue, a swap of debt into equity, warrants and various fee arrangements. In this way, it looks similar to the two other cases.
In the CGG case, a group of bondholders and one large (minority) shareholder (DNCA) accepts a lock up arrangement, guaranteeing the approval of the reorganization plan. Later in the procedure it is especially the class of convertible bondholders that objects. The rights issue of $125 million is targeted to the existing shareholders, backstopped by DNCA. When subscribing to the new senior notes investors are forced to accept the lock up agreement, while the ad hoc committee of bondholders backstopped the issue (for a fee). The notes receive a cash coupon of at least 5% and an 8.5% inkind coupon. The latter coupon increases the debt with approximately $32 million per year. However, in one respect, CGG's plan differs from the other two cases: it is more open to outside investors, although it is backstopped by the ad hoc committee of bondholders. Furthermore, the fee structure includes the use of penny warrants for those bondholders agreeing to the lock up. The amount of penny warrants that is offered to this group implies a total of 18.5% of the reorganized equity. All cash fees amount to approximately $19 million.
The lockup agreement is subject to French law, meaning that even if the terms are objectionable to the American bankruptcy judge, he will have a hard time unwinding it. Even terms that are unenforceable in the United States-as violating public policy or the Bankruptcy Code-might well be enforceable in France or other jurisdictions. Indeed, it is notable that the agreement provided for specific performance-meaning that a French court might bind a dissenting creditor to an American bankruptcy plan. 84 Overall, we see the frequent use of new financing as the basis for providing different treatment to existing stakeholders. Typically, this differing treatment is paired with a commitment to support a specific plan. As commentators have recently noted, "Even when the same deal terms are being offered to all creditors, a tactically minded ad hoc committee may take advantage of information asymmetry to put themselves in a better position when compared with the wider creditors community." 
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Private Benefits Without Control? 165 to support the scheme with an extra fee. 86 Historically in the United States, differing treatment of creditors within a single class was disfavored, but there is sufficient play in the provisions of chapter 11 to allow this move so long as the disparate treatment at least has the veneer of being for "something else." That is, while the creditors in a class must all receive the same payments, some creditors within the class might receive additional payments if the plan proponent can point to some additional rights those creditors possess, or additional value these creditors bring to the table.
Although not expressly mentioned in the cases, in essence this is also a revival of the old American bankruptcy chestnut known as the "New Value Exception." 87 Both historically and as a matter of current law, senior creditors are prohibited from "gifting" part of their recovery to junior creditors, particularly if doing so will create recoveries that violate the so-called absolute priority rule. 88 That is, a senior creditor is not permitted to give part of its recovery to shareholders, if unsecured creditors remain unpaid.
Under the New Value Exception, however, junior claimants are allowed to participate in exchange for providing new funds. 89 This became quite common in railroad reorganization cases in the late Nineteenth century, where shareholders typically "bought in" to the reorganized company. 90 As seen in our three cases, it is being used again to provide the basis for some creditors to recover more than others within the same class, through the host of fees and other benefits paid to creditors supporting the plan.
In control contests outside of bankruptcy, the issuance of substantial amounts of new shares would be controlled by fiduciary duties and, in extreme cases, by joint decision-making processes. 91 The state-law governance structure mitigates the problems first identified by Berle and Means, and protects small, unorganized shareholders from managerial or controlling shareholder abuse. 92 But such structures only protect shareholders and do not extend to the other parts of the capital structure, all of which are in play during a reorganization case.
Furthermore, it is difficult to identify who any such duty of loyalty would protect, given the varied nature of creditor claims. Stating that the duty runs to the corporation simply obscures the problem, because the distribution of [Vol. 13 value in the restructuring is to specific creditor classes. Enforcement of a fiduciary duty to the corporation is impossible without a full valuation of those distributions. 93 It is noteworthy that in all three cases we study, a coalition of creditors together with either a controlling shareholder or the board are effectively calling the shots. It points to, but does not provide definitive proof, that in coalition led cases extra attention is needed for the terms of the offer.
The general structure of these sort of cases does tend to be somewhat coercive, in that even a creditor who does not support the plan is compelled to do so in order to obtain a "full" recovery. If the creditor believes that most creditors will not be bothered to raise objections to the structure, then they too will not risk a fruitless objection that will cost some part of their recovery.
94 Through a kind of prisoner's dilemma, it becomes possible to stampede creditors into supporting a plan that many oppose.
The presence of this coercion also makes it difficult to rely on the voting mechanism to signal "good" reorganization plans. In many cases the plan might be supported by sizeable majorities of creditors, but if such support is the price of obtaining a full recovery in the case, courts will receive an unreliable signal about creditors' true sentiments.
The use of lockup and restructuring support agreements, or RSAs, also shows an effort to move key aspects of the restructuring deal out of the purview of the court. 95 Instead, parties are left to their fate in the rough and trouble world of private contracting. In this context, stories are repeatedly told of options to sign lockups or RSAs that expire in mere days, or similar offers extended for seemingly longer periods of time, but during a holiday.
One last important observation that follows from the three cases is that reorganization plans are increasingly utilizing complex distributional approaches. Payment in kind dividends, mixed PIK and cash interest rates, warrants, contingent fees, variable interest rates, and the like make it difficult to understand precisely what controlling parties are receiving in any particular case. Intentional complexity may be useful to plan proponents who wish to leave the value of plan distributions somewhat opaque.
Given this, we doubt that Douglas Baird's recent suggestion that bankruptcy courts can police these concerns through the existing requirements that plans be both "fair and equitable" and proposed in "good faith" will go far enough. 96 First, both of these requirements reside within chapter 11, but as one of our case studies show, the problem of appropriation of private benefits extends into the transnational cases as well. Indeed, 93 
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97
More importantly, the "fair and equitable" concept is focused on the vertical relationship among creditors under the absolute priority rule, whereas our case studies show that horizontal misappropriation is an issue as well. All three of our cases feature senior creditors, but they were paid in full and largely disappeared from the scene. The issue is a group of select creditors conspiring with either management or controlling shareholders to disenfranchise their fellow creditors.
* * *
A reorganization plan is a control transaction in that it revamps not only capital structure but also ownership structure. Under state corporate law, such a transaction would be subject to intense scrutiny. 98 But in bankruptcy, the preference for consensual deals and swift resolution of financial distress may work against such probing examination of control shifts.
To be sure, many of the investors in question likely can hold their own. But we might wonder what it is doing to the bankruptcy system as a whole. And not all cases involve sophisticated investors. The many retail bond and shareholders in Peabody Energy can attest to that.
More broadly, we see that while bankruptcy is nominally founded on the principal of equality being equity, the market for corporate control as practiced in distress provides for something far less noble. Indeed, we might worry that it is becoming more like a gladiator contest than anything involving equity.
When reflecting on our cases discussed above some salient features emerge. Firstly, remarkable is the lack of openness to other investors in the various rights offerings. Only specific classes or groups are invited to participate. This would seem to be in tension with raising funding on the most efficient basis, which again suggests something else may be going on.
Secondly, shareholdings are redistributed via penny warrants, private placements, and other similar devices, shutting out other shareholders or diluting their holdings significantly. Such tricks would be much more difficult to employ in a normal control contest.
Thirdly, part and parcel of the deal seem to be a (cash) fee structure that explicitly rewards specific groups and not others. In chapter 11, a redistribution of benefits has thus become possible to stakeholders that would very probably not be possible in normal control contests. It might even provide an incentive to start using chapter 11 for being more permissible with respect to the forms and sizes of private benefits. Given the rules in chapter 97 . Couwenberg 
